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£'000s £'000s £'000s

IF1 Cllr Bridges Increased Selective Licensing Areas -            -            -            -             31 -               -               Housing Standards propose to introduce two new areas as being subject to Selective Licensing.  If this 

is implemented it will bring in a significant income (over 3-5 years).  However, the schemes will require 

the support of a dedicated Environmental Health Officer for the first two years (this has been reflected in 

the savings figures) to undertake the inspections of the rented properties (approx. 850) to ensure they 

are of an acceptable standard as per the Housing Act 2004, before the license can be issued to the 

landlord.

IF2 Cllr Bridges Review of Cremation service charge 

to reflect environmental costs

(2,211) -            -            70 70 -               -               Cremation fee increased from £510 to £545.

IF3 Cllr Bridges Reprioritise safer city investment 

areas working in close partnership 

with Police and Crime 

Commissioner.

2,097 -            -            510 510 -               -               Work with partners to see how we will mitigate the need to reduce some service provision.  Any 

reduction will be targeted to those areas of activity where there will be the least impact.

IF4 Cllr Hassall Review of arrangements for the 

University Hospital of North 

Staffordshire & community hospitals 

social work teams.

1,090 31.30 -            500 500 -               -               Assuming that the transfer of NHS monies is agreed, it is anticipated this will have no significant impact 

on services.

IF5 Cllr Hassall Increased contributions to Adult 

Social Care from Health.

56,857 -            -            500 500 -               -               Current indications are that this additional income will come from the Health sector from April 2014.  This 

is based on national allocations and apportioning at a local level.  Will depend on negotiations at a local 

level with Health partners.

IF6 Cllr Knapper Seek a new occupant for the former 

beauty therapy rooms at Shapes 

Health and Leisure

(450) -            -            6 6 -               -               This will realise additional revenue from rooms that are currently vacant and bring additional services in 

to the facility.

IF7 Cllr Knapper Achieving break even at the Wallace 

Centre

80 -            -            25 50 -               -               By the end of March 2017 the subsidy on this facility will be reduced to zero through a combination of 

reduction in expenditure and increased take-up.

IF8 Cllr Knapper Uplift in Sports and Leisure Fees and 

charges

(3,700) -            -            38 38 -               -               It is proposed to increase fees and charges by an average of 1.0%.

IF9 Cllr Platt Adopt flexible pricing policy through 

officer delegations to secure market 

rates for all commercial services 

provided e.g. trade waste.

(596) -            -            5 10 -               -               This proposal seeks to deliver increased flexibility in charges for income generating services, offering 

competitive rates to the customer whilst maximising revenue opportunities.

IF10 Cllr Rosenau Income from Pre-Application fees -            -            -            30 30 -               -               It is now common practice amongst many planning authorities to make this charge to business.  It is not 

intended to charge residents for householder applications. 

IF11 Cllr Rosenau Expand commercial opportunities for 

CCTV service.

479 -            -            30 60 -               -               As an accredited operator, the City Council will be able to develop the CCTV service to expand its 

coverage, providing economies of scale for more organisations and areas whilst enhancing security and 

helping to tackle crime.

IF12 Cllr Rosenau Expected parking income increase 

as result of parking strategy.

(4,229) -            -            100 100 -               -               A new parking strategy is being introduced for the city centre, which will address business concerns 

regarding enhancing car accessibility, and also offer drivers more options for parking that reflect the 

current and future demands. Charges have not been reviewed since 2010/2011 and as part of the fees 

and charges review it is timely to introduce changes that better meet customer demands and support 

economic activity.

1,814 1,905 -           -           

IFC Committed Savings 2,010 1,845 -           -           

IFC Contribution from reserves 3,682 -             -           -           

7,506 3,750 -           -           

MAXIMISE INCOME & FUNDING STREAMS Ensuring that services are funded from the most appropriate funding source.  This includes working with partners to achieve improved 

outcomes for the citizens of the city and ensuring, where applicable, charges reflect costs and market conditions.
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AD1 Cllr Bridges Alternative delivery model of the 

Library service in Trentham.

8 0.30 -            6 6 0.30 -               Review delivery model including exploring social enterprise.  Planned consultation with the community is 

just progressing.  The city council will work closely with a community group to help enable the success.  

Other options may need to be considered.

AD2 Cllr Hassall Operate a floating support model for 

the current Extra Care Schemes 

(403 Units)

327 -            -            -             103 -               -               Impact for tenants in these units who will have signed tenancy agreements on the understanding that 

Housing Related Support (HRS) would be provided.  This model would deliver HRS to those in greatest 

need and for a time limited period as required.

AD3 Cllr Knapper Introduce self management 

arrangement at Bradeley Football 

Centre

27 -            -            15 15 -               -               Replicate the arrangement at the Hardman Centre by inviting interested parties to take on a self 

management arrangement of the facility.

AD4 Cllr Knapper Investigate the transfer of the 

operation and management of the 

New Horizons Sport and Leisure 

Centre to Ormiston Horizon 

Academy

81 2.90 -            81 81 2.90 -               Further negotiations are required with the Academy and this will help establish the scope of any potential 

impact on facility users.

AD5 Cllr Shotton A new approach to how the Council 

gives support to local companies and 

start-ups. This will be through a 

“Growth Hub”, a single source of 

help for business, set up jointly with 

Staffordshire County Council and the 

Local Enterprise Partnership, and 

part-funded by Government money. 

Setting up a joint Hub will allow 

savings through sharing services, 

and by using Government money to 

part-fund business support.

650 20.00 2.00 100 400 -               -               The adoption of a Growth Hub model will potentially offer an improvement in service delivery for the 

customer.  Development of the Hub model however is dependent upon a number of key issues including 

securing a City Deal, a satisfactory agreement with partners, and a successful Regional Growth Fund 

bid.

202 605 3.20         -           

ADC Committed Savings 80 80 -           -           

282 685 3.20         -           

ALTERNATIVE DELIVERY MODEL Maximisation of external opportunities to deliver better services across the city.
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AR1 Cllr Rosenau Centralise regeneration programme 

team to optimise benefits of team 

work, improve governance and 

project management and ensure an 

appropriate resource is available for 

all key projects.

176 -            -            20 20 -               -               There will be a reduction in service charges paid and miscellaneous expenditure.

AR2 Cllr Rosenau Increased revenue savings from 

asset rationalisation through 

acceleration of the asset 

rationalisation programme, in 

particular disposal of high cost 

assets. Targeted disposals will 

create a more immediate impact.

3,207 -            -            150 450 -               -               Asset base reduced in a shorter timescale with no detrimental impact to the business.  Where staff are 

based within these assets they will be relocated to remaining core buildings, additional savings where 

possible will also be achieved through reducing the holding costs of assets such as business rates and 

security costs.

170 470 -           -           

ARC Committed Savings -             -             -           -           

170 470 -           -           

ASSET RATIONALISATION A review of all assets to ensure that they are being fully utilised or released for sale.
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RC1 Cllr Hassall Reduce funding for the Single 

Homeless Accommodation Based 

Dispersed Units

580 -            -            77 77 -               -               This has been part of a broader retendering of the service model and this has resulted in the 

procurement of the service at a lower cost.

RC2 Cllr Hassall Group Supported Living. (Learning 

Disability) Review of contracts.

4,875 -            -            362 362 -               -               Review of contracts to ensure best value.  There will be no reduced care levels and therefore no service 

impact.

RC3 Cllr Hassall Independent Residential & Nursing. 

(Learning Disability) Review of 

contracts. 

7,989 -            -            665 665 -               -               Review of contracts to ensure best value.  There will be no reduced care levels and therefore no service 

impact.

RC4 Cllr Knapper Review of grounds maintenance 

arrangements across Leisure 

Services. Re-procure a single 

supplier to maintain facilities and 

pitches where applicable.

50 -            -            5 5 -               -               Procurement exercise for grounds maintenance.  Currently supplied by two separate external suppliers, 

but looking to commission one supplier to service.

RC5 Cllr Platt Seek savings in disposal contracts. 11,025 -            -            15 15 -               -               The re-negotiation of the contract should have no direct impact of the service delivery standard as the 

saving should be achieved through smarter working.

1,124 1,124 -           -           

RCC Committed Savings 377 377 -           -           

1,501 1,501 -           -           

REVIEW OF CONTRACTS Improving the value for money of services from externally commissioned services.
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SE1 All City 

Renewal

Review of Management Structure. 3,783 54.60 3.00 100 100 TBD TBD A review of the management structure across the Directorate will take place, ensuring that the structure 

reflects service provision and the use of external funds are maximised.

SE2 Cllr Bridges Public Protection standby services. 

Remove standby out of office hours.

5 -            -            5 5 -               -               The out of hours alarms will not be responded to until next day.  Major incidents will be covered by the 

existing director on call service.

SE3 Cllr Bridges Cease one day per week mobile 

library service commissioned from 

Staffordshire County Council.

10 -            -            10 10 -               -               As a result of the low number of visits and issues it is no longer cost effective to fund this service. Three 

week cycle of stops rather than regular weekly stop does not work well.

SE4 Cllr Bridges Restructure and redesign the 

Housing Solutions service.

2,200 76.00 2.00 30 30 TBD -               Changes to the delivery of the Housing Solutions Service will require a staffing restructure which will 

impact on both General Fund and Housing Revenue Account budgets.  The proposed changes will not 

impact negatively on service delivery.

SE5 Cllr Bridges Reconfiguration of Community 

Cohesion service.

185 3.00 -            45 45 1.00 -               No reduction in capacity to deliver cohesion objectives.  Council would need to give a commitment that 

funds will be made available should community tension increase.

SE6 Cllr Bridges Public Protection efficiency savings. 

Remove vacant posts and reduce 

staffing hours.

1,565 123.20 3.10 97 97 1.19 1.10 No adverse impact.

SE7 Cllr Bridges Realignment of Libraries staffing 

establishment.

2,457 60.36 -            193 193 6.05 -               Reduced capacity across the library service.  Impact will be minimised by the flexible use of remaining 

resources across the city’s libraries.

SE8 Cllr Dutton Stop overnight and weekend IT 

support for system failures, except 

for environmental issues such as 

flooding and fire.

3,371 83.00 4.00 20 20 -               -               The impact will be that staff will not be contacted to fix IT systems in the event of failure.  This risk can 

be mitigated to a limited degree by significantly improved change and configuration management by the 

business.  Staff will no longer be on standby outside normal office hours (which includes evenings, 

nights, weekends, bank holidays and other closedown periods).  This will affect all services especially 

those operating outside normal office hours such as the contact centre, libraries, leisure, emergency 

duty team etc.

SE10 Cllr Hassall Physical Disability reconfiguration of 

Sensory service.

697 18.37 -            35 35 1.00 -               No impact on service as workload is stable and will be manageable by the remaining staff.

SE11 Cllr Hassall Learning Disabilities in house 

provider services staffing 

restructure.

275 6.50 -            84 84 2.00 -               Realignment of management capacity as part of the redesign of in house Learning Disabilities services.

SE12 Cllr Hassall Reducing the demand for Children in 

Care Out of City Placements.

1,500 -            -            750 750 -               -               This will be dependent on the number of children in care remaining fairly static or decreasing. If the 

number increase dramatically or the aggregated complexity of need changes this saving might not be 

achieved.  It is recognised that children, as much as possible, should be placed within the City for their 

development and well being.  Work is on going, where ever practical, to ensure that this happens.

SE13 Cllr Knapper Purchase a self service kiosk for 

Shapes Health and Leisure, and 

reduce the staff required at busy 

periods.

450 -            -            4 4 -               -               Reduced need for additional staff support during busy periods, and the kiosk scheme will help to provide 

an improved level of customer service.

SE14 Cllr Knapper Reduce budget for Creative 

Industries Activity.

40 -            -            10 10 -               -               This reduction will mean there is a reduction in some of the Stoke Your Fires film festival activity. 

SE15 Cllr Knapper Reduce the Tourism Marketing 

Budget. 

192 -            -            10 10 -               -               This reduction would mean that the city council would not have the budget or capacity to take part in 

national Visit England Campaigns and other regional marketing activity would also be reduced.

SERVICE EFFICIENCIES Ensuring resources are targeted and used to best effect in order to maintain and improve outcomes for service users whilst achieving value 

for money.
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SE16 Cllr Knapper Review and restructure management 

and curatorial team at the Potteries 

Museum & Art Gallery to deliver 

revised work programme (informed 

by Arts Council and other funding 

bids).  Includes savings achieved 

through 13/14 in-year restructure.

288 9.60 -            10 10 -               -               The work of the management team and the curatorial team will change as the team responds to the 

changing requirements and needs of new funding programmes from Art Council and other funding 

streams.  This may require a restructure within the team in order to deliver funded projects. 

SE17 Cllr Knapper Phase out the city council's financial 

contribution to British Ceramics 

Biennial (BCB), reducing it to 

£75,000 for 2014/15 and 2015/16 

and reducing to a nil contribution 

from 2016/17 onwards. Provide 

support to the BCB through the use 

of buildings and other means where 

possible.

100 -            -            25 25 -               -               From 2014/15, BCB Ltd plans to conduct three core year-round activities under a charitable company 

called The Clay Foundation focused on the creative, industry, and education / community sectors.  A 

reduction in the revenue funding provided by the city council will have a considerable impact on the 

scope of activities that the BCB can achieve and its capacity to lever additional grant funding to support 

its work unless they are able to secure alternative sources of funding.  The city council will support the 

new charity through providing buildings and other "in kind" support where possible to enable the charity 

to continue its work in the city to the greatest extent possible.

SE18 Cllr Knapper The proposal has two distinct 

elements (1) Close Gladstone 

Pottery Museum on Sundays & 

Mondays, to exclude Bank Holiday 

Mondays. This will generate a saving 

of approximately £40k.  (2) Relocate 

the TIC to the Potteries Museum & 

re-structure the staffing operation. 

This will generate a saving of 

approximately £60k.

2,900 14.03 1.00 100 100 TBD TBD The impact of this proposal is twofold -

(1)  Closure of Gladstone on Sundays & Mondays will clearly cause a drop in overall visitor numbers. It is 

estimated that 10% of visits on these days will re-locate to other days when the Museum remains open. 

It is anticipated that, over time, visitors will become accustomed to the new pattern of opening hours. 

This is considered to be an advantage when set against the other alternative option considered, i.e. 

closing completely over 10 weeks in the winter, where it was thought that visitors finding the Museum 

closed in winter would presume it was permanently closed.

(2)  Relocating the TIC will mean that it is available to the general public for a greater number of hours 

per week (42 hours per week against 30 hours currently). It will also have the benefit of greater footfall at 

the Potteries Museum. The staffing re-structure will encompass a net reduction of 3FTE staff. Because 

the Visitor & Tourist Information Assistants positioned at the Potteries Museum desk will now need to 

cover a wide range of museum duties in addition to providing customer and tourist information, the 

services provided by the TIC will be reduced. Specifically, it is proposed that the TIC will no longer sell 

rail tickets or theatre tickets.  

SE19 Cllr Pender Learning Services traded and 

commissioned services generation 

of surpluses relative to agreed 

service budgets

188 280.11 9.03 188 188 -               -               The proposal looks to in-year efficiencies in any of the trading services within the Learning Services 

Division.  This could be through unexpected growth achieved during the year and any excess profit 

generated.  There remains the opportunity for a number of service areas to increase their degree of 

traded activity with schools in anticipation of future changes in delivery of education support services.  

Further, previous years’ trading positions have generated excess profits in some service areas, which 

would contribute to this target. 

SE20 Cllr Platt Alignment in opening hours at 

Recycling Centres

1,056 -            -            10 10 -               -               The centre at Hanford will now open from 9am (not 8am).  This is in line with the opening hours at 

Federation Road, Burslem.

SE21 Cllr Platt Efficiency in retaining 7 days a week 

opening of recycling centres

1,451 -            -            36 36 -               -               Maintaining seven-day availability in the city and signs will be posted at both sites advising of the new 

opening hours well in advance of their implementation.

SE22 Cllr Platt Review street cleansing using the 

route optimisation system, plus 

review of maintenance of parks and 

all back office functions across 

environment, waste and fleet.

6,534 167.80 0.50 171 171 3.77 2.50 By optimising routes for cleansing, we will be able to maintain network coverage whilst minimising impact 

on the customer. The service will be less robust however and less able to deal with peaks in demand. 

Parks maintenance regimes will be reviewed in line with the HLF requirements. All back office functions 

will be reviewed and where possible merged to reduce duplication and deliver more efficient services.
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SE23 Cllr Rosenau Incorporate improved service 

delivery proposals to further 

accelerate the asset rationalisation 

programme, following review work 

with Local Partnerships.

1,198 29.00 1.00 -             100 -               -               Improve service efficiencies to create a more business orientated service.  Potentially less flexible where 

required due to commissioning services.  Mitigated by procuring framework / call off contracts for 

professional services.

SE24 Cllr Rosenau Refocusing of the work of the 

Heritage and Conservation Team.

38 1.00 -            20 20 1.00 -               The deletion of this post will save around £38,000 gross and an estimated £20,000 net.  This is because 

the work of the lost post will need to be covered by other team members and therefore reduce their 

ability to generate income. 

SE25 Cllr Rosenau Restructure of Estates and Valuation 

Teams

744 5.00 -            40 40 1.00 -               Any impact on the timing of capital receipts will be mitigated by efficiency improvements in the disposal 

process / improving the timescales for gaining authority to dispose of assets.

SE27 Cllr Rosenau Planning / Highways restructure 800 36.30 -            72 72 1.00 -               This will reduce the Council's ability to deal with enforcement issues with the loss of a support officer.

SE28 Cllr Rosenau Restructure in Transport Network 

Services Team to redistribute 

responsibilities to other areas of the 

Roads and Engineering Group.  

Restructure of Staff within the 

Transport Network Services Team 

who deliver "reactive" services.  

Delete vacant fixed term (31 weeks 

per year) LGV drivers from Highway 

Maintenance Team.

774 7.00 4.00 73 73 1.00 3.00 The processes associated with customer complaints and issues will have to be carefully managed and 

reviewed in order that the level of service can be maintained.  Following route optimisation process 

associated with the winter service, the service will continue to be delivered to the current standard 

utilising the remaining staff.

SE29 Cllr Rosenau Review of Senior Level Structures 

across Roads and Engineering and 

deletion of Security Assistant, Bars 

and Catering Manager and Catering 

Assistant positions and 

miscellaneous saving from car 

parking software contract.

4,039 142.08 1.00 90 90 1.00 4.00 A review of management functions within the Place Management Division to help us to better align 

resources against customer demand.

SE30 Cllr Rosenau Reduce maintenance (grass cutting 

and litter clearance) on council 

highway verges to align with 

Highways Agency standards

222 8.00 -            100 100 4.00 -               This proposal will not affect junction visibility splays etc, but grass cutting will be reduced elsewhere, 

allowing verges to naturalise.  It may adversely affect the aesthetic appearance of highway verges, and 

could lead to further environmental issues arising, e.g. making it harder to clear litter.

SE32 Cllr Rosenau Restructure of Parking Enforcement 

and Operations Division.

1,348 44.90 1.00 100 100 3.00 1.00 Tasks and duties will be reviewed and re-organised to maintain services at current level.

SE33 Cllr Rosenau Restructure of the Highways 

Maintenance and Drainage Teams. 

Reduction in the use of sub-

contractors to deliver elements of the 

Highways Maintenance Service.

615 16.00 -            110 110 3.00 -               This will allow for more multi functional working, and when the current backlog of highway defects is 

addressed, this should leave an optimal staffing structure, given current demand.  This should not affect 

the level of service to the customer.

SE34 Cllr Rosenau Review of payments to bus 

operators in line with the council's 

'Non Passenger Transport Executive' 

status

4,744 -            -            155 195 -               -               This will not have an effect on bus users.  Discussions will be needed with the bus operators to agree the 

appropriate reimbursement.

SE35 Cllr Shotton Re-engineer staffing duties within the 

business enterprise centres to bring 

forward greater efficiencies. 

160 5.10 -            12 12 0.50 -               A minimum staffing level is required to ensure a basic service at the enterprise centres.  However, a 

reduction of 0.5 can be achieved and still maintain that service.
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SE36 Cllr Shotton Delete vacant Employment Broker 

post.

303 8.00 2.00 33 33 -               1.00 A reduced resource will result in fewer Stoke-on-Trent residents securing positions in companies 

expanding or relocating to the area.  Every effort will be made to ensure that, through the wider JET 

Programme and the remaining schemes, that Stoke-on-Trent residents have access to all opportunities 

available.

SE37 Cllr Shotton Improve targeting of marketing 

activity intended to generate leads 

for the Inward Investment Team.

145 -            -            40 40 -               -               The investment development service anticipates being able to deliver the same outputs and outcomes 

with a reduced level of funding.  This will be achieved by a number of methods 

 - Efficiency gains, the team has now been operational for three years.  As such it is able to work and 

commission more effectively.

 - Reduced spend on marketing - the majority of material is completed.  Further cost will be incurred for 

minor updates and re–prints.

SE38 Cllr Shotton Delete the Citywide Business Start-

Up Grant scheme.

51 -            -            51 51 -               -               The numbers who participate are relatively low.  On average 35 start-ups per annum would not have 

access and would have to secure other sources of finance.

2,829 2,969 30.51       12.60       

SEC Committed Savings 2,197 2,282 0.13         48.39       

5,026 5,251 30.64       60.99       
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SR1 All People Restructure and redesign services in 

Adult Social Care and maximising 

use of health funding.

9,650 267.18 1.00 189 189 -               -               This will be delivered by completing an analysis of which occupied posts can be reduced to have the 

least service impact.  Part of this proposal is to maximise funding from other sources.  

SR2 All People Realignment of senior management 

structure and services to focus on 

early intervention and prevention and 

provide local solutions and 

approaches.

77,282 2,769.42 10.91 455 1,405 TBD TBD This proposal involves the redesign and realignment of the directorate's preventative and early 

intervention teams.  This will bring a range of services together to provide a single point of access, faster 

resolution and improved outcomes, resulting in reductions in demand for more costly interventions.  This 

will have an impact on a large number of staff.  We will continue to deliver circa £76m of services.

SR3 Cllr Bridges Redesign of taxi marshal service in 

Burslem on Friday and Saturday 

nights

15 -            -            15 15 -               -               The Taxi Marshalls Scheme is part of the City Council’s Security Services contract and provides 

marshals at taxi ranks in Hanley and Burslem.  The service is currently provided by CBI Securities and 

aims to provide a safe and secure environment for people waiting at the taxi ranks.

Data shows that marshals are not being called on to intervene in Burslem and the level of demand / 

need in Burslem is such that this service can be redesigned resulting in very limited impact.

SR4 Cllr Bridges Youth Offending Service general 

efficiencies.

636 39.01 1.00 35 35 -               -               General efficiencies across the whole youth offending service to achieve the required savings.  This will 

be done to minimise the business impact.

SR5 Cllr Bridges Homeless Prevention Programme 

Budget

600 3.00 -            60 60 1.00 -               This saving will be delivered by a reduction in one Bond Officer (c£30k) and the removal of the Landlord 

Accreditation Grants funding (c£30k).  Reducing the number of Bond Officers will impact on the time it 

takes to process the numbers of customers that can be supported through the bond scheme.  The work 

will be delivered through the remaining bond officers.

Removal of the Landlord Accreditation Grant Funding will result in a reduction in the number of private 

sector properties being made available to Housing Services for homeless households.

SR6 Cllr Crowe Restructure of Internal Audit. 916 26.00 -            50 50 2.00 -               Reduction in 2 FTEs equates to 17% of operational staff and 13% of all Internal Audit staff.  One of the 

consequences of the Authority's current savings exercise is a potential reduction/weakening in the level 

of overall internal control.  A reduction in the amount of Internal Audit coverage at such a time could lead 

to increased costs of inspection from external audit.

SR7 Cllr Crowe Redesign of Revenue and Benefits. 3,093 102.00 9.00 100 100 -               -               This is a customer facing service, dealing with high volumes of data and requests each day.  Accuracy 

and prompt responses are important.  This service has reduced its costs by over £700,000 over the last 

3 years, and will seek to make these additional savings through a combination of improved ways of 

working and a focus on automated processes, providing that there is an investment in the relevant 

systems.  Every effort will be made to ensure that council tax collection rates, benefits claims processing 

and fraud detection rates are not impacted.  It should be noted that the future delivery of welfare reform 

and the universal credit may impact further on this team.

SR8 Cllr Crowe Restructure of Accountancy. 3,435 80.80 4.00 125 125 TBD -               This is a key service in supporting the Authority to deliver its future agenda, to manage reducing funding 

and to maintain secure systems of internal control.  This saving in the Accountancy budget will be 

delivered through an investment in systems that will allow more self-service and improved connectivity 

between processes reducing the amount of manual input.  Inevitably a reduction in this budget will mean 

a reduction in staffing, so efforts will need to made to maintain services in priority areas during a time 

when the dependency of the organisation on financial advice is increasing.

SR10 Cllr Dutton Phase 2 of restructure, staffing 

reductions due to redesign of job 

roles following merger of HR and 

Payroll Services. 

1,890 55.24 2.00 50 50 1.00 1.00 This proposal focuses on job redesign and increasing responsibilities for some existing roles.  This will 

also achieve delayering, improve employee engagement and enhance employee retention.  No adverse 

impact is envisaged in terms of service delivery.  This proposal is consistent with the previous changes 

within HR/Payroll agreed as part of the 2013/14 budget process. 

SERVICE REDESIGN Changing the delivery of services to ensure that they are targeted and focused on the needs of users.
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SR11 Cllr Dutton Restructuring of legal teams. 1,681 35.61 -            55 55 1.00 -               The possible savings that have been identified will result in the loss of specialist in-house skills, 

particularly in the area of compulsory purchase and compensation.  The capacity lost would be 

approximately 1,300 hours  p.a.  There is a high risk that there will be increased reliance on external 

lawyers at a significantly greater cost to the City Council.

SR12 Cllr Dutton Management post saving across 

customer interface services which is 

currently being trialled.

5,605 201.30 17.00 70 70 -               1.00 Current temporary arrangement will be evaluated in the new year and a review undertaken.  Temporary 

capacity will be required during any changes to management.

SR13 Cllr Dutton Senior Officer Review. 6,774 -            -            350 350 -               -               Undertake a review of senior officer job roles across the City Council in terms of responsibilities, pay, 

scale of job and rebalance any differentials as appropriate.

SR14 Cllr Dutton Review of admin support to senior 

managers.

666 24.75 -            100 100 TBD -               An administrative review of the support provided to senior manager will be undertaken using systems 

thinking methodology.  This would rebalance the direct administrative support to the management 

leadership team. New job descriptions will reflect the new job roles.

SR15 Cllr Dutton Combine Complaints & Freedom of 

Information function into wider 

Customer Services function.

2,408 98.30 7.00 100 100 3.00 -               Combining Complaints and Freedom of Information function into the wider Customer Services function 

will improve 360 degree learning across services.  Delivery of streamlined services from a lower cost 

base.

SR16 Cllr Dutton Redesign of service to combine 

three teams within Corporate 

Services.

1,664 39.00 3.00 100 100 3.00 3.00 Restructure of three teams (Business Intelligence; Project Hub and Programme Management) to form a 

Business Analysis Hub and Project Management Office (PMO).  Delivery of streamlined services from a 

lower cost base. Minimal risk.

SR17 Cllr Dutton Introduction of the proposed 

Customer Service strategy.

5,501 200.30 16.00 250 500 TBD TBD Introduction of the Council's new Customer Service strategy that will be proposed to council in 

December.  The strategy is closely linked to the rationalisation of the Council's administrative property on 

which we are currently consulting.  The strategy includes improvements to customer service by 

proposing ways to make it easier for customers to ask for help and service, and bringing together 

access under one roof in one-stop shops.  This is a major programme of change across the council and 

it will be very challenging to achieve next year's savings.  Customer service will be improved but there 

may be fluctuations as the changes are introduced.

SR19 Cllr Hassall Cease funding for externally provided 

Community Alarms.

26 -            -            26 26 -               -               Impact on customers who may no longer receive community alarm service from their Registered Social 

Landlords, should providers decide to discontinue provision if funding is removed.  Tenants are no longer 

charged for community alarm service however tenants may have a support agreement in place with 

housing provider for the service.  Customers could potentially access council lifeline service (free if 

deemed eligible after assessment), which could lead to a cost pressure.  There are 5 providers of 

Community Alarm support - Staffordshire Housing, Riverside HA, Teachers’ HA, Midland Heart and 

Bromford Corinthia.

SR20 Cllr Hassall Reprovision of Learning Disability 

Short Break Service : Duke Street.

231 4.40 2.60 100 100 0.60 2.60 Impact for service users and carers mitigated by move to the Meadows for those who do not want Direct 

Payments.  Currently not used to full capacity since July 2012.

SR21 Cllr Hassall Sheltered Housing - cease funding 

for Sheltered Housing Schemes - 

non Housing Revenue Account.

255 -            -            255 255 -               -               Existing tenants have signed tenancy agreements with the expectation of onsite manager / warden on 

hand.  Tenants could lose social experience of a regular visiting support worker / warden, should 

providers decide to discontinue this element of the service.   These are sheltered housing schemes run 

by 5 registered providers (Anchor Trust, Housing 21, Midland Heart, Staffordshire Housing Association 

and Sanctuary Housing).

SR22 Cllr Hassall Detailed review of grants to voluntary 

organisations.

451 1.00 -            10 10 -               -               It is anticipated that this small reduction could be managed without a detrimental impact on those 

organisations currently supported.  A full, consistent review across corporate and People Directorate 

grant funding will be carried out in partnership with the Voluntary Services during 2014-15.

SR23 Cllr Hassall Learning Disability Life Skills service 

at Handley Drive. Review and 

redesign service.

461 11.00 -            386 386 11.00 -               The Life Skills service will be delivered through the community team. 
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SR24 Cllr Hassall Revised priorities for investment in 

supporting people programme. 

5,000 -            -            500 500 -               -               Reduction in Supporting People activity through targeting the reduction to the programmes that have the 

least impact on vulnerable groups.  The saving in the first year will be met by using Supporting People 

reserves to allow time for this review to be carried out in a fair and robust manner.  The council will 

continue to fund a Supporting People programme of £4.5m across the city.

SR25 Cllr Platt Realign working hours to suit 

seasonal demand, and review of 

resources required to collect organic 

waste.

4,022 90.00 18.70 220 220 -               10.20 Staff will work longer hours in the summer and shorter in the winter on their core duties. However, staff 

will still be available during winter to carry out additional duties if required, which will be funded from 

respective budget areas.  Regarding changes to organic waste collection arrangements, collections will 

extend over a longer period during each day within daylight hours, but customers will receive the same 

standard of service and frequency of collection.

SR26 Cllr Rosenau Develop dedicated UniQ budget and 

take Fenton Quarry leisure proposals 

through the generic Regeneration 

service rather than a dedicated 

project budget.

79 1.00 -            34 34 -               -               Will allow Stoke-on-Trent City Council to maintain and strengthen its input into the establishment and 

delivery of the University Quarter master plan as part of the overall city centre spine regeneration focus.

SR27 Cllr Dutton Review of employee enhancements, 

elements and allowances.  

8,864 -            -            670 670 -               -               The city council is committed to determining the basic pay of all of its employees fairly & equitably and to 

ensuring all eligible employees are in receipt of the Living Wage as an absolute minimum. Equally the 

city council recognises the need to understand that, in an increasingly competitive environment, the 

costs of running its services must always be the subject of close scrutiny. To facilitate this, it is proposed 

to undertake a review of at least all enhancements, elements & allowances, via negotiation and 

constructive engagement with employee representatives, with a view to driving better value and to align 

with external benchmarking.

4,305 5,505 22.60       17.80       

SRC Committed Savings 270 260 -           5.00         

4,575 5,765 22.60       22.80       

Total savings being consulted upon 10,444 12,578 56.31    30.40    

Committed savings 4,934 4,844 0.13      53.39    

Contribution from reserves 3,682 -          -        -        

Savings in early stage of development -          2,155 -        -        

Total savings 19,060 19,577 56.44    83.79    

* Minimum number of FTEs identified so far in each theme with further FTEs to be determined.


